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2. THE MEANING OF BLOOD

The image of the blood of Christ has numerous connections with

ancient thought and practices. Since primitive times blood has

carried numinous implications. The blood was considered to be

the seat of life or soul. Because the liver was thought to be a mass

of clotted blood, the soul was located in that organ. ^ Since life

ebbed away as one bled to death, the equation of blood and life

was natural and inevitable. Likewise, the shades of the dead in

Hades could be restored briefly to some semblance of life by giving

them blood to drink. The classic example of this practice is the

^ Yerkes, R. K., Sacrifice in Greek and Roman Religions and Early Judiasm,

New York, Scribner's, 1952, p. 42 n.i.
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story of Odysseus' visit to Hades in Book XI of the Odyssey. Blood

as the essence of life itself was the most precious thing of which

man could conceive. It carried suprapersonal connotations and was

thought to belong only to God. Hence the ancient Hebrews were

forbidden to eat blood. In Deuteronomy Yahweh says, ".
. . the

blood is the life, and you shall not eat the life with the flesh."

(12:23 RSV). ".
. . the blood of your sacrifices shall be poured

out on the altar of the Lord your God . .
." (12:27 RSV). Accord-

ing to Pausanias, priestesses of Apollo would sacrifice a lamb once

a month at night and taste the blood in order to commune with

God and prophesy.^ Since it carried these meanings, blood was

the most appropriate gift to God, which accounts for the wide-

spread practice of blood sacrifice.

Because blood was a divine fluid it was a crime to spill it ex-

cept in a sacrificial ritual dedicated to the gods. Hence blood was

associated with murder and with the guilt and vengeance which

follow it. Blood was thought of as an autonomous entity which

can call for its own revenge as when the blood of Abel cries from

the ground (Genesis 4:10). According to primitive thinking (i.e.,

unconscious thinking) it is not that it is morally wrong to take

the life of another but rather that it is highly dangerous to in-

terfere with such a potent substance as blood. It will avenge itself

much as the high tension wire will avenge itself against the man
careless or ignorant enough to grasp it.

Thus, understood psychologically, blood represents the life of

the soul, of transpersonal origin, exceedingly precious and potent.

It is to be reverenced as divine and any effort of the ego to

manipulate, appropriate or destroy it for personal purposes pro-

vokes vengeance or retribution. Blood spilled requires more blood

to pay the debt. The books must be balanced. Such thinking il-

lustrates the law of the conservation of psychic energy. There is

so much psychic life to be lived. If it is denied fulfillment in one

area, it must be made up elsewhere. There must be blood for blood.

Repression, which is internal murder, will out. It is a crime against

life for which payment will be extracted. Jung has this fact in

mind when he says:^

. . . nature seems to bear us a grudge ... if we withhold our emotions

from our fellow men. ... To cherish secrets and hold back emotion

is a psychic misdemeanour for which nature finally visits us with sick-

ness—that is, when we do these things in private.^

^ Yerkes, p. 43.
6 Jung, C. G., The Practice of Psychotherapy, C.W., 16, par. 132.
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Another feature of ancient blood symbolism is the notion that

blood establishes a bond or covenant between the divine or demonic

powers and man. Pacts with the devil must be signed in blood

and blood must flow to bind a contract between God and man.

The "blood of the covenant" occurs in the ceremony through which

Yahweh binds himself to Israel in the 24th Chapter of Exodus:

And Moses wrote all the words of the Lord. And he rose early in the

morning, and built an altar at the foot of the mountain; and twelve

pillars, according to the twelve tribes of Israel. And he sent young

men of the people of Israel, who offered burnt offerings and sacrificed

peace offerings of oxen to the Lord. And Moses took half of the blood

and put it in basins, and half of the blood he threw against the altar.

Then he took the book of the covenant, and read it in the hearing

of the people and they said, "all that the Lord has spoken we will do,

and we will be obedient." And Moses took 'the blood and threw it

upon the people, and said, "Behold the blood of the covenant which

the Lord has made with you in accordance with all these words."

(Exodus 24:4-8 RSV).

The blood here serves as a kind of glue or binding agent. Half

of it is thrown on Yahweh, represented by his altar, and half is

thrown on the people. The people are thus united with God "in

one blood." God and people have participated in a joint baptism

or solutio, which unites them in a communion.

The idea of the "blood of the covenant" is picked up again in

the New Testament and applied to the blood of Christ. Just as the

blood of the sacrificial animals poured out by Moses cemented the

old bond between God and Israel, so Christ's blood, willingly

poured out by himself, cements the new bond between God and

man. This parallel is made explicit in the Ninth Chapter of Hebrews:

Therefore he (Christ) is the mediator of a new covenant, so that

those who are called may receive the promised eternal inheritance . . .

even the first covenant was not ratified without blood. For when every

commandment of the law had been declared by Moses to all the

people, he took the blood of calves and goats with water and scarlet

wool and hyssop, and sprinkled both the book itself and all the

people saying, "This is the blood of the covenant which God com-

manded you." And in the same way he sprinkled with the blood both

the tent (tabernacle) and all the vessels used in worship. Indeed,

under the law almost everything is purified with blood, and without

the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness of sins. Thus it was

necessary for the copies of the heavenly things to be purified with

these rites, but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices
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than these. For Christ has entered, not into a sanctuary made with

hands, a copy of the true one, but into heaven itself, now to appear

in the presence of God on our behalf. Nor was it to offer himself

repeatedly, as the high priest enters the Holy Place yearly with blood

not his own; for then he would have had to suffer repeatedly since

the foundation of the world. But as it is, he has appeared once for

all at the end of the age to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself.

(Heb. 9:15-26 RSV).

This passage demonstrates how Hebrew myth and ritual merges

with Platonic thought in evolving the Christian symbolism of

the blood of Christ. The Hebrew "blood of the covenant" is con-

sidered a "copy" of the genuine article and it is sprinkled on the

tabernacle of Yahweh which is a copy of the eternal heaven. This

idea, together with the statement that Christ's blood is only once

for all time, implies psychologically that a transformation has oc-

curred in the archetypal level of the collective psyche. God himself

has undergone a change so that the cementing and redeeming fluid

which unites man with God, i.e., the ego with the Self, is now con-

tinually available through the initiative of the Self as Christ.

In the new dispensation the "blood of the covenant" becomes

the blood of the communion meal. This connection is made in the

account of the last supper where it is said: "And he took a cup,

and when he had given thanks he gave it to them saying, 'Drink

of it, all of you; for this is my blood of the covenant, which is

poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins.'" (Matt. 26:27-28

RSV. See also Mark 14:23-24 and I Cor. 11:25). Thus the Old

Testament injunction to eat no blood has been superseded, at

least for symbolic and ritual purposes. Drinking the blood of Christ

becomes a means of cementing the connection between God and

man.

Concerning blood as the sealer of a covenant, W. Robertson

Smith gives us some important information. He writes:

The notion that, by eating the flesh, or particularly by drinking the

blood, of another living being, a man absorbs its nature, or life, into

his own, is one which appears among primitive peoples in many
forms . . . The most notable application of the idea is in the rite of

blood brotherhood, examples of which are found all over the world.

In the simplest form of this rite, two men become brothers by open-

ing their veins and sucking one another's blood. Thenceforth their

lives are not two but one ... In ancient Arabic literature there are

many references to the blood covenant, but instead of human blood

that of a victim slain at the sanctuary is employed.
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... In later times we find the conception current that any food which

two men partake of together, so that the same substance enters into

their flesh and blood, is enough to establish some sacred unity of life

between them; but in ancient times this significance seems to be

always attached to participation in the flesh of a sacrosanct victim,

and the solemn mystery of its death is justified by the consideration

that only in this way can the sacred cement be procured which

creates or keeps alive a living bond of union between the worshippers

and their god. This cement is nothing else than the actual life of the

sacred and kindred animal, which is conceived as residing in its flesh,

but especially in its blood, and so, in the sacred meal, is actually

distributed among all the participants, each of whom incorporates a

particle of it with his own individual life."
"^

Understood psychologically, it is joint libido investment v^hich

generates brotherhood. People engaged in a mutual enterprise,

sharing the same goals, the same ordeals and the same value-

commitments are those who experience themselves as brothers of

one blood. Likewise, in the inner life of the individual, it is from

occasions of intense affect faced consciously that the ego discovers

the existence of the Self and becomes bound to it. Libido intensity

symbolized by blood is necessary to forge the connection between

man and man and between man and God.

With these observations in mind, the drinking of Christ's blood

in the ritual of the Roman Catholic Mass can be seen symbolically

to represent a two-fold cementing process. First, the individual com-

municant cements his personal relation to God. Secondly, he be-

comes psychologically identified with all the other communicants

as part of the mystical body of Christ. Christ's action of offering his

blood as a nourishing drink (like the pelican) is an expression

of the positive mother archetype, or rather, that component of the

Self. The same meaning must be attached to the cup or chalice

symbolism which has gathered round the blood of Christ. Relevant

to this line of thought is an interesting and unusual image in the

apocryphal Odes of Solomon. The first four verses of Ode 19 read

as follows:

A cup of milk was offered to me: and I drank it in the sweetness of

the delight of the Lord. The Son is the cup, and He who was milked

is the Father: and the Holy Spirit milked Him: because His breasts

were full, and it was necessary for Him that His milk should be

sufficiently released; and the Holy Spirit opened His bosom and

"
Smith, W. Robertson, The Religion of the Semites, 1899, Reprinted by

Meridian Books, New York, 1956, pp. 313 f-
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mingled the milk from the two breasts of the Father; and gave the

mixture to the world without their knowing.^

Because of the patriarchal bias of most theologians, the phe-

nomenological fact that the Self is a union of both masculine and

feminine principles is generally obscured in canonical material.

This passage is thus unusual in giving overtly feminine attributes

to the deity. However in empirical psychological material it is

the rule that the Self is represented in paradoxical or androgynous

images.

The text presents a striking picture of the trinity. In relation

to communion symbolism, the milk will equate with the blood of

Christ which is the milk or blood of the Father, i.e., the remote

or transcendent aspect of the Self which is not accessible to the

conscious ego. The Son is the cup, i.e., the human incarnation in

personal, temporal life is the vessel which contains and transmits

the archetypal life energy. For this life-fluid to be realized in its

essential nature the cup, its particular personal container, must

be emptied. In other words, archetypal life meaning which con-

nects the individual with his transpersonal source must be extracted

from the particular incarnations in which it expresses itself in

one's personal, concrete life. According to the text, the Holy Spirit

is the one that does the milking. It could also be considered as the

milk itself. This would fit with other descriptions of the Holy

Spirit and also with a conclusion I reach later that the blood of

Christ is synonymous with the Holy Spirit.

Clement of Alexandria uses the same image and equates the

milk of the Father with the Logos:

O amazing mystery! We are commanded to cast off the old and

fleshly corruption, as also the old nutriment, and to change to a new
and different diet, that of Christ . . . The food is the milk of the

Father^ with which children are alone nursed. The very beloved one,

he who gives us nourishment, the Logos, has shed his own blood for

us and saved human nature. Believing in God through him we take

refuge at the "care-soothing breast" {Iliad, XXII, 83) of the Father,

that is the Logos. And he alone, as is fitting, supplies us babes with

the milk of love (agape), and those only are truly blessed who suck

this breast.^

8 The Lost Books of the Bible and The Forgotten Books of Eden, Cleve-

land, World Publishing Co., II, 130.
^ "Paedagogos," 1, 42, 2-43, 4, quoted in Goodenough, Erwin, Jewish Sym-

bols in the Greco-Roman Period, Vol. 6, Princeton University Press, p. 119.
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The Logos is not only milk but also semen as is indicated by
the verses of Ode 19 which immediately follow those previously

quoted:

And those who take (it) (the milk of the Father) are in the fulness

of the right hand. The womb of the Virgin took (it), and she received

conception and brought forth: and the Virgin became a mother with

great mercy. ^^

According to ancient physiology, the female could turn blood

into milk and the male could turn it into semen. Blood, milk and

semen were variations of the same essential substance. Thus we
arrive at the Stoic concept of the Logos Spermatikos, the creative,

impregnating Word corresponding to the creative function of the

Word in John 1:3: "All things were made through him, and with-

out him was not anything made that was made."

Another Old Testament prototype of the blood of Christ is the

blood of the paschal lamb. On the night that all the first-bom of

Egypt are to be killed by the avenging angel of Yahweh, the

Israelites are instructed to kill a lamb without blemish and put

some of its blood on the doorposts and lintels of their houses. Thus,

says Yahweh, 'The blood shall be a sign for you, upon the houses

where you are; and when I see the blood, I will pass over you,

and no plague shall fall upon you to destroy you, when I smite

the land of Egypt." (Exodus 12:13 RSV). A development of this

image of God's marking those who will be spared from his blood

bath of vengeance is found in a vision of Ezekiel. A man clothed

in white with a scribe's ink horn in his belt is described and God
tells this man to "Go all through the city, all through Jerusalem,

and mark a cross on the foreheads of all who deplore and dis-

approve of all the filth practiced in it." (Ezekiel 9:4, JB). All

those without the cross on their foreheads, God orders slain.

I mention this passage particularly because the figure of the

scribe in white with the ink horn corresponds very closely to

a figure in a dream to be presented later in which the "ink" is the

blood of Christ. The blood mark on the doorpost and the mark

on the forehead in Ezekiel are the mark of God's elect. They will

be immune to God's bloody wrath or to immersion in the Red

Sea which are symbolically equivalent. There is a third variation

on the same theme in Revelation (7:2-3 and 9:4) where the

servants of God to the number of 144,000 have a seal set upon

^•^ Ibid., p. 121.
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their foreheads to indicate that they are to be spared in the general

destruction.

The blood sacrifice of Christ has many parallels with the sacrifice

of the paschal lamb whose blood protects the Israelites from the

vengeance of Yahweh and these parallels help elucidate the psy-

chological meaning of the redemptive power of the blood of Christ.

In the Exodus story an involuntary sacrifice of the first-born son

was required of every Egyptian family. The Jews were spared this

happening only by substituting a voluntary sacrifice, the blood of

which was then displayed. The state of things was signified by

the hardness of Pharaoh's heart. A state of petrification prevailed.

To remedy this condition, blood must flow. The soul-stuff must

liquify, be extracted from the hard, sterile status quo so that life

and libido might flow again. When put in such terms we can

immediately see how these images apply to the inner life of the

individual. The urge to individuation, symbolized by Yahweh, de-

mands transformation, freedom for enslaved and repressed capac-

ities. If our Egyptian heart will not yield, blood must be extracted

by force. To the extent that libido is voluntarily transferred to the

transpersonal purpose by a sacrificial attitude one avoids the

destructive consequences to the personality that occur when the

ego sets its will against the requirements of the totality, the Self.

Christ was identified with the paschal lamb and called Agnus
Dei. Also, according to an objective appraisal of the symbolism,

Christ as the first born son of God will be equated with the Egyp-

tians' sacrifice of their own first-born sons. To my knowledge this

conclusion is not reached in traditional exegesis; however, it is

necessary for a full psychological understanding of the myth. The
redeeming sacrifice always occurs with a mixture of moods—lamb-
like meekness and pharaonic intransigence. At the very best,

the ego is willing but reluctant as was Christ in the garden.

More can be said about the symbolism of lamb sacrifice. As

signifying innocence, meekness and purity it represents something

we least want to kill. This theme comes up occasionally in dreams.

For instance, I recall a patient who had what could be called a

Job or Ahab complex—an unquenchable resentment against God
for permitting the young and innocent to suffer. She once dreamed
that a lamb was to be sacrificed and she couldn't bear to watch.

In such a case it is lamb-like childhood innocence which must
be sacrificed, namely, the expectation that reality is, or should be,

superintended by an all-loving father. The "blood of the lamb"
must be extracted from this immature attitude in order that the
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spirit of benevolence can live effectively in reality, not as the passive

demand of a childish ego but as an active power motivating the

conscious personality. The sacrifice of innocent purity also implies

the realization of the shadow which releases one from identification

with the role of innocent victim and the tendency to project the

evil executioner on to God or neighbor.

3. CHRIST AND DIONYSUS

Another important line of symbolic connections links the blood of

Christ with the grape and wine of Dionysus. The original reference

is in the Gospel of John where Christ says of himself: "I am the

true vine, and my father is the vinedresser. Every branch of mine

that bears no fruit, he takes away, and every branch that does

bear fruit he prunes, that it may bear more fruit ... I am the

vine, you are the branches." (John 15:1-5 RSV). From this it is

only a short step to the identification of Christ with the grape which

is crushed to make wine. The seventeenth century poet Henry

Vaughn expressed this connection in his verses on The Passion.

Most blessed Vine!

Whose juice so good

I feel as Wine,

But thy faire branches felt as bloud,

How wert thou prest

To be my feast! ^^

The miracle at Cana which transformed water into wine (John

2:1 ff) established Christ as a wine-maker,' and wine with its

indwelling spirit is analogous to the "living water" which Christ

offered the woman of Samaria. (John 4:10). Living water or

elixir vitae is a term used much later by the alchemists. The chalice

of Antioch in the Cloisters of the Metropolitan Museum, dating back

probably to the fourth century A.D., shows Christ surrounded by

clusters of grapes (Pictures 44 and 45). As Jung says: "The wine

miracle at Cana was the same as the miracle in the temple of

Dionysus, and it is profoundly significant that, on the Damascus

chalice, Christ is enthroned among vine tendrils like Dionysus

himself." ^-

11 Vaughn, Henry, Silex Scintillans in The Complete Poetry of Henry Vaughn,

edited by French Fogle, Garden City, New York, Anchor Books, Doubleday,

1964, p. 185.

^- Jung, C. C, Psychology and Religion: West and East, C.W., 11, par. 384.


